The JetFogger is a disinfecting machine, like any pulsfogger or similar foggers, designed and produced by JetFogger, a subsidiary company of Liberty Gasturbine International. This machine is able to disinfect greenhouses, stables, chicken houses etc. with a high flow and large capacity of disinfecting fluids like formaline; which works faster (average 10 times) then any conventional fogger. The JetFogger can be used in forests as well to fight tree diseases.

To power the JetFogger we use a jet engine. Due to the enormous velocity and airflow, the fog or mist reaches every spot in your greenhouse or any environment. Due the natural twist in the airflow of the jet engine and its enormous throw length we are able to fog up to 1500 liters of disinfecting fluid per hour. Compare this to any other fogger, and you'll understand you can work 10 times faster.

Operating the JetFogger is very easy. The MMS (Machine Management System) has only one on/off switch button. The MMS system provides an automatically start-, control and monitoring system.

The JetFogger is usually placed on a trailer but it can also be delivered as a self supporting unit.

Benefits JetFogger:
- System disinfects average ten times quicker than conventional systems
- Very easy to work with
- Mobile
- Full automatic machine management system
- Safe

JetFogger systems are available for sale or for rent.

Please contact us for more details about the JetFogger.

www.libertygasturbine.com